10 Things I Wish I Knew Before Getting Liposuction

Sharon is our Liposuction moderator. She developed this list based on first-hand liposuction experiences reported by members of the RealSelf community.

1) You're not "cheating" when you get Liposuction

High heels Make up False Eyelashes Colored contacts Hair Dye Spanx (ha ha)/Girdles Underwire bras Fake nails Hair transplants Tooth whiteners ~ are these "cheating?" No. They are "enhancers and helpers". Do what you want to do to be your best self (for you). Life is short. Be wise in choosing your surgeon!!! Lipo is no different. 'Nuf said. - Nancy4436

2) Lipo, however, is not a fast way to a fit body

Exercise and a balanced diet is the only permanent solution. Being emotionally and physically healthy is the ultimate goal when it comes to medicine. - Exercise

Trust me, lets not get lazy. If it is just some fat and flab, burn it out. Liposuction might be good for severe cases. But for 50 to 100 pounds, exercise can do the wonder. I see many people at the gym who have lost 6 dress sizes! - Daisy

3) Final results may take 3 months to show up

Don't go buy an entire new wardrobe just yet. I definitely had a shape change from 4 weeks to 11 weeks, so be patient. - ann in indy

At three months I think I'm seeing the complete effect of liposuction. I'm still experiencing some swelling but nothing too visible to others. - MRZPOWERLIPO
Three months post-op I don't think my arms will change much more. My arms look normal now and in proportion to the rest of my body. I've had lots of compliments this summer and people are amazed that I don't have any scars. There is some loose skin under the arms, but it's more the normal skin that appears a bit for someone my age so it doesn't look strange or saggy. - Amy Lynn

4) **Pick a doctor that's a specialist in plastic surgery/lipo**

This is probably the most important advice I have for you. Do not, do not, do not, go to a doctor that does not do this as his only line of business. Do not use a pediatrician, a general doctor, an ear, nose and throat doctor - get my point?? Do not use any doctor that has added this to his practice and sandwiches your smartlipo inbetween allergy shots and annual physicals - bowling babe

The most important questions you can ask are, "How long have you been doing this procedure on the areas I want treated and how many have you done?", "How do you determine where to sculpt and contour?" and lastly, "Can I have three references that I can call that have had the same areas done?". Don't gloss over any answers that you're not totally comfortable with, and if they cannot give you three references, thank them and never call them back. Any doctor who is good at this will have several happy customers who would love to tell you how happy they are. - bowling babe

It is not all about the machine, but more so about the Dr. I see all of you talking about the technology being used, but nothing about the provider of the service. I had Smartlipo done and loved my results because I did a ton of research and went to 4 different consultations in Manhattan. - Abby Love

5) **Anticipate some post-surgery pain**

The pain from lipo is not that bad. Yes, you feel pain of course -- any surgery is painful -- but I can say that the treated spots only feel like I have a really bad bruise. - Liposat25

The nurses on surgery morning said I would feel like I had a nasty dose of road rash. I would totally agree. I felt like someone took a metal scraper inside me and totally separated my skin from my muscle tissue... actually that is what happened. Imagine when you scrape your knee or leg and it starts to scab over and heal how it feels as the scab gets smaller and it feels like your skin is tightening. That is how you will feel. I felt these signs for about 10-12 days, but it improved dramatically after the first four days or so. - Ann in indy

First night, on a scale from (1-10) pain tolerance I would say it was a 6. It wasn't as horrible as I imagined. Once I popped some Percocet I was off to la la land.....
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When I woke up it felt like a hard workout where your muscles have been through more sit-ups than you could tolerate. But I still was able to maneuver without help. To be honest, after my surgery the only thing that I had trouble with was putting on my own compression garment after coming out of the shower, and bending. Other than that I had no issues with anything. Yes, I walked a little crippled, but definitely nothing severe. - MRZPOWERLIPO

6) You may gain weight after Liposuction

I think I still have about 8 lbs of swelling (I weighed 137 day of, they removed 3.2 liters which is about 6 lbs, and I'm 140 lb today). It's all in my butt and hips. - 8806anon

I am 4 lbs up from pre-op weight. I am just laughing at this point, like, am I the only woman in the world to actually go up in weight and size after paying all that money for surgery? I can feel huge swelling spots under abs and flanks, so I know that this is not leftover fat. - Lynn1978

I never weighed myself afterwards. I didn't care if I lost weight or not. I'm only concerned with inches, especially because I know liposuction is not for weight loss, although some do have success with weight loss. - MRZPOWERLIPO

7) It's surgery: you will experience swelling and bruising

The bruising is significant, but expected with such an invasive procedure. I took arnica starting about four days pre-op and started with bromelain the day after. I went through a full bottle in about seven days. I took several at a time and would take them when I woke in the middle of the night so I did it round the clock. I never iced, it is a lot of area to cover with ice and getting chilled was not tops on my list. - ann in indy

I went back to work within three weeks and my stomach swelled up and started itching really bad the second day. I had to stay out again. I was told (and did my research) that the itching is a result of my body healing, and as far as the swelling, I'm probably over-exerting myself too much. I work retail management in a very trendy Brazilian clothing store, and typically wear tall heels. I'm sure that's what did it, because walking in heels will work the stomach muscles, and i think that's why my stomach blew up. - morena

8) Expect to wear a compression garment for an extended period (months)

The compression garment really isn't that bad - you get used to it and it really does help speed up the recovery. I have two garments so I'm able to wash one and still
wear the other. I was told to wear mine 24/7 the first 4 weeks; I only have to wear it at nights until eight weeks, then I do not need it. I have chosen to keep wearing it all hours though just to help speed up the recovery a little; my doctor told me that would help and since I'm used to it I do not mind. No one can tell I wear the garment even when wearing tighter clothing. - acgray

It has been nine weeks since I got my surgery done, and yes, I still wear my garment. The doctor told me he wants me to wear it all winter to keep the skin tight. But he said mandatory at least two months. - Lipoat25

9) Liposuction can make cellulite look worse

My cellulite looks much, much worse and the skin quality is looser and wavy. I look 20 years older without clothes. My shape under clothes is nice, at least, but I'd give anything to have my old legs back. - clk

10) Healthy habits are important post-surgery

I figure if I was willing to undergo an invasive procedure like surgery to improve myself, then I am going to do all the things I can in the months to follow to give me the best results. I have heard of the lemon cleanse as well as many others. Cleanses are good, but I would not do anything too drastic right after surgery. Give your body proper nutrients and hydration to allow it to heal properly. Go for walks if your routine has changed. Be active. At two weeks post-op I got on the Treadclimber on a low setting to get the lymph going and get a little exercise. [by ann in indy]

Comment on this article

Get support and answers from a community of thousands of members who are considering or have gone through a cosmetic procedure and board certified doctors. RealSelf wants to help you make the right decision by offering:

- Before and after photos from doctors and patients
- Treatment and doctor reviews from everyday people
- A safe place to ask board certified doctors questions

The opinions expressed here are just one perspective. We encourage you to do your own research and talk with your doctor. Share what you learn with the community by writing reviews, commenting and discussing with other members.
8 Things You Should Know Before Getting Liposuction

Jeffrey M Kenkel, MD, FACS, a board certified and active doctor on RealSelf wrote the article below based on his experience with liposuction. For more information visit the RealSelf Liposuction page.

1. Liposuction is a real surgery.
Liposuction is often treated as a minor or "lunchtime" procedure, but should be treated as real surgery along with all the real risks and possible complications of any procedure. Patient's should take liposuction seriously and plan appropriately for time off and healing.

2. Don't assume liposuction is appropriate for your goals.
Depending on your goals, liposuction may or may not be the best option for you.

Consultation with a board certified plastic surgeon allows for a thorough evaluation and discussion of your goals. There may be other options, or less invasive options for you depending on your specific situation. Let your plastic surgeon help you decide what is best for you.

3. Results are not immediate.
Liposuction is not an immediate gratifying procedure. It will take time to see your final results as your body recovers and the swelling goes away. It can take up to 3 months to see the full results of your surgery.

4. Results require maintenance.
50% of your results will be from the surgery, and 50% of your results will be based on how you manage and maintain a healthy lifestyle. To get the most out of your surgery, you must commit to maintaining the results though diet and exercise. Liposuction should not be used to jumpstart a
5. Liposuction requires an artistic touch. Liposuction can affect the overall shape of your body. It takes true skill from the plastic surgeon to carefully remove fat from the proper areas to give your body a pleasing, natural contour. Failure to do this can result in irregularities and an unnatural looking shape.

Take some time to discuss your goals with your surgeon. It may be helpful to view the surgeon's before and after pictures. Make sure your plastic surgeon's interpretation of body contouring is in sync with your own.

6. There is no match for liposuction. Though there are many new devices and less invasive procedures to remove fat, none of them are truly a replacement for liposuction.

7. Don't get hung up on the instruments. Regardless of the instrument or specific tool used, always keep in mind that liposuction is primarily a fat removal procedure, not a skin tightening procedure. The key to a successful result is the physician and the patient, not the specific tool or instrument used.

8. Don't get hung up on the price. Which surgeon you chose for your liposuction should be based on his or her experience, referrals from other physicians and friends you trust, and your rapport with your surgeon. While cost is definitely an important factor, it should not be the driving force behind your choice of surgeons. Discount surgery can be extremely risky, and is often not worth the savings.

Get support and answers from a community of thousands of members who are considering or have gone through a cosmetic procedure and board certified doctors like Jeffrey M. Kenkel, MD, FACS. Learn more at RealSelf:

- **Before and after photos** from doctors and patients
- **Treatment and doctor reviews** from everyday people
- A safe place to **ask board certified doctors questions**

The opinions expressed here are just one perspective. We encourage you to do your own research and talk with your doctor. Share what you learn with the community by writing reviews, commenting and discussing with other members.